Optimum Retractor

262060, 262061, 262064, 262065, 262067, 262069, 262068
262130, 262131, 262132, 262133, 262134, 262135, 262069
190266, 190267, 190268, 190570, 190571, 190572, 262066

Product Parts for Installing Banners
1 - Banner Snap Rail
2 - Graphic Banner
3 - Base
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Product Parts for Display (skip to STEP 8 )
4
4 - Case
5 - Display
6 - Vertical Shock-Corded Pole*
*NOTE: 24” Optimum Retractors
will have 4-piece pole
5
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Banner Install
Step 1

Step 2

Remove all parts from the bag. Place the banner on a
clean flat surface.

Remove both end caps from the Banner Snap Rail (1)
and open. Fully insert the top edge of the Graphic
Banner (2) into the groove of the Banner Snap Rail (1).
Snap it shut. Replace end caps.
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Clamp Banner
Rail Shut
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Insert Banner

Step 3
Lay the Graphic Banner (2) Flat (printed side up) and
align it to the top of the tape leader from the Base
(3). Remove the strip of protective pater to expose the
adhesive. Firmly and evenly press the Graphic Banner
(2) onto the adhesive moving up the edge as you pull
away the strip of protective paper.
leader

protective
paper

Open Snap Rail

Insert Graphic then
snap shut

Step 4
Maintain tension on the
banner while slowly
removing the Pin (4).
Allow the banner to
gently roll into the
canister.

TAPE

Graphic Banner
(print side up)

Remove end
caps

Instructions Continued On Back Side
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Display Set-Up
Step 5

Step 6

With Base Unit (5) placed at your desired location,
assemble the Vertical Pole (6).

Place Vertical Pole (6) all the way into
the middle base holder. NOTE: make
sure the pole makes it into the second
stabilizing holder

Pole

Step 9
While holding the Vertical Pole (6), gently lift the Banner
Snap Rail (1) up. Tilt the Base Unit (5) back and attach the
Banner Snap Rail (1) to the top of the Vertical Pole (6).

Storage
Place all product parts into Carry Case and store in a
cool dry location.

Care
To clean, wipe with damp cloth.

Warranty Information: All products are designed to provide the user with a cost-effective and durable product. Standard warranty is a ‘one year parts and labor’ warranty which
warrants product against defects in material and workmanship. It does not cover damage due to accidents, abuse, or normal wear and tear. Products found to be defective will
be replaced or repaired at factory’s discretion.
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